Pool Related

42. **SPS 382.30(1) - 6/01/04**
If showers are installed on pool decks, can the drains serving those showers be considered deck drains or must those drains be sanitary drains? The shower drains used to wash chlorine off pool patrons are considered deck drains unless the showers are provided with soap and are to be used as sanitary washing facilities. If the showers are provided with soap, the drains must discharge to sanitary.

131. **SPS 382.41(3) - 8/1/00**
Can a whirlpool and a pool be served by a single rp valve? No, each pool, wading pool or whirlpool must be served by separate reduced pressure backflow prevention valves or air gaps. A pool may be filled by a hydrant that has a hose connection backflow preventer attached.